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Muggers, rapists, child molesters, kidnappers. These groups of people are growing in 

number, and are moving from the cities to the suburbs to the country. Parents tell their children 

not to talk to strangers, not to go anywhere alone, to stay inside after dark. There is no doubt that 

society is becoming increasingly dangerous to the physical well-being of children. However, 

society also threatens children’s spiritual characters. The threats are more subtle, but they 

definitely are present. Society’s attitude toward God and toward life in general is becoming more 

careless and permissive. Things such as homosexuality, abortion, and living together without the 

bond of marriage were once considered to be wrong; now they are accepted and even condoned 

by many members of society. This attitude is not only found in society outside the church, but it 

is creeping inside the walls of the church as well. Children don’t have to be outside the confines 

of church circles to be threatened spiritually. Because children are susceptible to threats on their 

spiritual characters, their parents and their teachers must be capable of protecting them from the 

world’s evil and must show them the truth. 

False teachers are a major source of evil, and therefore a major threat to the church. II Peter 

2:1 speaks of false teachers who will bring in damnable heresies. Matthew 24:24 says that some 

false prophets will be so convincing and will show such great signs and wonders that they will 

almost be capable of deceiving the elect. False teachers have the potential of affecting children to 

a great degree. From birth, through adolescence, and to adulthood, children can be easily swayed 

by those who are knowledgeable and confident about a subject, and who present it with some 

charisma. Children aren’t always aware that the Billy Grahams, Jerry Falwells, and Rev. Moons 

of today use their “gift of gab” to make lies and outright heresies sound like the truth. Children 

don’t always realize that the “proof’ texts which supposedly teach a free offer of salvation are 

taken out of context. Only those who have a discerning ear and enough knowledge of the Word 

of God and faith in it can tell that these false teachers are indeed false. God gives all of His elect 

this discerning ear, but it, along with knowledge and faith, must be developed through proper 

instruction. 

In order for children to receive this instruction, God gives to some the ability to teach. The 

calling of those with this special ability is given indirectly in Colossians 2:8. This verse directly 

instructs the students of the teachers, not the teachers themselves. If these students are children in 

our covenant schools, the verse also directly instructs their parents. Parents must “beware lest 

any [one] spoil [them] through philosophy and vain deceit after the tradition of men, after the 

rudiments of the world, and not after Christ.” Teachers, then, are instructed to show that they do 

not bring vain deceit, but knowledge of God and love for Him. Teachers are called to instruct 

their students to have an unshakable foundation of love for God, and they must help their 

students build this foundation. Upon this foundation of love, knowledge of God, of His Word, 

and of His Creation is laid. By enabling students to distinguish between false teachers and 

teachers of the truth, this knowledge prepares them to take their places as responsible, 

knowledgeable adults in the Church of Christ. 

Having received this calling, teachers can fulfill it in two ways. The first is by directly 

teaching students about God. In a Christian school, God must not only be found in religion 

classes, but in all aspects of the curriculum. Teachers also teach by example. Unless a teacher 

shows by his actions that he is qualified to bring the knowledge and love of God to his students, 



it will be very difficult for him to carry out his calling. 

The world, as it heads for destruction, is becoming more evil than it has ever been. As part of 

the wicked world, false teachers, as they develop their ability to deceive, are also becoming more 

evil than ever before. Teachers of the truth, therefore, must be able to show that they do not bring 

vain deceit, and also that they can instruct children in true knowledge and love of God. 
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